Reference Number

Details of Request

Response
Request not valid under the Freedom of Information Act as the information is
readily accessible in the public domain.

2021/01

2021/02

2021/03

I have attached a link to the PCC’s website where the information can be
Could you please tell me how many members of staff working in the Police and Crime Commissioner's Office have
found.
one or more of the words equality, diversity, fairness inclusion, gender, LGBT or race in their job title?

How many people are illegally in this Country?
1. Can you please confirm if Nicholas Wainwright (aka Nick Wainwright, previously a Detective Inspector in the
Professional Standards Department at Surrey's sister force Sussex Police, who share many resources such as a
roads policing unit and dogs unit), has ever made a determination during the handling of the complaint/complaint
review made a finding as to whether there has been criminal behaviour or civil unlawfulness?

https://www.surrey-pcc.gov.uk/about-the-office-of-the-pcc/
https://surrey-pcc.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/Surrey-OPCCstructure_Sept-20.pdf
Advised to contact Home Office or local MP

1. No. It is not his role. Any complaint involving criminal behaviour or “civil
unlawfulness” should be reviewed by the IOPC. Mr Wainwright’s role is to
2. Is the Office of the Surrey Police and Crime Commissioner The Commissioner aware that Mr Wainwright finding determine whether a complaint has been handled reasonably and
as to whether there has been criminal behaviour or civil unlawfulness is in contradiction to Statutory Guidance
proportionately.
(17.38 statutory guidance on the police complaints system)?
2. N/A
3. Is Mr Wainwright aware that finding as to whether there has been criminal behaviour or civil unlawfulness is in
contradiction to Statutory Guidance?
3. Mr Wainwright is aware of section 17.38 of Statutory Guidance.
4. Has Mr Wainwright given complainants the right to respond to any criticism levelled at them by either by subject 4. Yes – the complainant is perfectly entitled to take out a judicial review of Mr
of the complaint, Surrey PSD or himself?
Wainwright’s decision. Any complaint against the subject of the complaint or by
PSD should be addressed to Surrey Police.
5. Is the Office of the Surrey Police and Crime Commissioner The Commissioner aware that Statutory Guidance
states " no criticism or adverse comment about a person who is identified, or capable of being identified, should
5. Yes
appear in an investigation report or other written outcome unless that person has had an opportunity to respond to
the criticism or adverse comment. This applies not only to persons serving with the police, but to anyone who is
6. Yes.
identified, or capable of being identified"?

2021/04

6. Is Mr Wainwright aware of 11.26 and 11.27 of the Statutory Guidance in relation to "Criticism"?
My request for information is regarding the number of motorist caught speeding/delt with fines for speeding in the
UK or in your County/Borough since the lockdown started in March 2020 and the following year before this. If you
have any information regarding this, I would appreciate this. If you have only information per calendar year only,
can you email me this for the calendar year of 2020 and 2019 so I can compare the stats with the previous year,
with my team?

Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police

1. Any application you made in 2019 or 2020 to be a “Stonewall Diversity Champion” or to be included on
Stonewall’s “Workplace Equality Index,” including any attachments or appendices to those applications. Please
redact personal details if necessary.
2. Any feedback you received in 2019 or 2020 from Stonewall in relation to either application or programme.

2021/05

3. Any other communication you have received from Stonewall in 2019 or 2020 unless privileged or otherwise
exempt from disclosure (but if you claim privilege or exemption in relation to any material, please say in broad
terms what the material is and the basis on which you claim to be entitled to withhold it).
4. Full details of any equality impact assessment you carried out connected with any of these applications
(including any equality impact assessment carried out prior to an earlier application of the same kind, if no further
assessment was done).

The Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Surrey has not applied to
be a Stonewall Diversity Champion at any time, does not receive
correspondence or communication from Stonewall and is not a member of
Stonewall. Consequently, there has been no equality impact assessments
made, and no monies paid to Stonewall for goods or services.

5. Details of the total amount of money you paid to Stonewall (i) in 2019; (ii) in 2020, whether or not as payment for
goods or services.
6. Whether you intend to continue your membership of any Stonewall scheme in the future, and if so which.
The request concerns the investment made by the Home Office into your district under the Safer Streets Fund,
announced in July 2020.

2021/06

Please can you provide the following:
1. All the LSOAs (lower super output areas) under your jurisdiction that the intervention area covers 2. The
specification for CCTV that will be installed in these areas including:
i) the model of camera
ii) a description of the camera
iii) the number of cameras that will be installed

https://www.surrey-pcc.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2022/06/CCTV_Info_Request.pdf

If no CCTV cameras are planned, please make this clear.
1.The person to whom the function of making arrangements for dealing with complaints reported against the
Chief Constable has been delegated to,

2021/07

2021/08

Complaints against the Chief Constable, unless they meet the automatic
referral criteria for consideration by the Independent Office for Police Conduct,
are considered by the Police and Crime Commissioner. Mr Munro is supported
by staff within Office in the gathering of any evidence and administrative tasks
related to the complaint, but the final decision on complaints against the Chief
3.The person identified as being the ‘appropriate authority’ as defined under s. 29.1 (a) (i) of the Police Reform Act Constable rests with him.
2002, in order to meet the obligations prescribed for the appropriate authority within the IOPC Statutory Guidance
on the Police Complaints System
The information you have requested is readily available on the PCC’s website.
The attached link will take you to the ‘Your PCC’ page and you will find the
information you have requested on that page (published expenses and
allowance scheme for 2020/21.
A copy of your published expenses and allowances scheme (as referred to Police and Crime Commissioner for
Surrey CODE OF CONDUCT - Item 3)
https://www.surrey-pcc.gov.uk/about-your-pcc/
2.The instrument used to delegate the function of making arrangements for dealing with complaints reported
against the Chief Constable, for example whether the delegation has been made in accordance with the Scheme
of Corporate Governance or any other instrument

Please note that the expenses shown are from January – December 2020. We
are experiencing some technical issues with the website which is being
rectified so up to date expenses will be published as soon as possible.

2021/09

2021/10

2021/11

2021/12

Please could you endeavour to answer the following questions within 20 working days, as specified under its
clauses:
Please can you break down the following information for the financial years: 2015/6, 2016/7, 2017/8, 2018/9 and
2019/20. Can you also please provide me the information for the period between 1 April 2020 and 28 February
2021.
Q1) How many "political advisers" were appointed by your force area's PCC over the stated period?
1a) Please can you tell me the name of the serving PCC at the time who hired such advisers, the combined yearly
salaries of said political advisers (£), their full names and dates of appointment (in the format- DD/MM/YYYY).
1b) If the PCC had a deputy PCC below them, how many "political advisers" were appointed by the deputy PCC(s)
over the stated period, and how many of them were party political office holders or active party members (please
state) at the time of appointment?
For Q1b, could you please tell me the name of the political party (for example, but not limited to: the Labour Party,
the Conservative Party) or party political office said adviser(s) belonged to.
As a resident of Dorking for over 30 years , I would like to know what your plans are to re introduce Policing to our
streets if Dorking ?.
You are aware that we have no police station here , sold off for housing .Replaced with a yellow phone at the
council office , and some time a police presence.
What we need is a police presence back on our streets , we have had two break ins in this road in the last six
months , unprecedented .
We have seen an increase in our council taxes , yet no increase in policing inDorking .
Also I note with our council tax came a note from you that you have increase I think by 300 Staffing .
Under freedom of information Act .can you give me a break down on numbers what are front line staff and admin ?
.and the cost?
I don’t want to know operational , where are these people ? and cost ?.and when will be get police back on the
streets of Dorking .
The personal touch counts .
1. How many reports did you receive from whistleblowers in 2019 and in 2020?
2. How many people do you have in your organisation that are trained/permitted to take reports from
whistleblowers?
3. What training have the people in question number 2 received in whistleblowing?
4. What cost, if any, was there for this training?
5. Which organisation delivered each course?
6. What is the name of the person that arranged this training and what is their email address?
7. What methods do you have for whistleblowers to contact a person that is authorised to take their report and
what are the specific details of these, i.e., email addresses, telephone numbers etc?
8. What are the email addresses for the people authorised to receive whistleblower reports?
9. How many whistleblowers have left the organisation within 12 months of making a report?
10. How many whistleblowers have made an allegation of ‘detriment’ against your organisation?

I have just received the Policing Surrey 2021/2022 leaflet and had a quick look at your expenses claim. I notice
you have been reimbursed £704-odd for the alarm at your home.
Please can you explain to me how this is a legitimate claim?

Is it not a personal responsibility?

A simple response from us. Neither of the Surrey PCCs - Kevin Hurley from
November 2012 – May 2016 and David Munro from May 2016 to present – has
appointed any political advisors.
Kevin Hurley appointed a Deputy PCC, Jeff Harris, for his whole term of office
but no political advisors were appointed by Mr Harris.

Information not held by OPCC. Offered to forward to Surrey Police.

Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police

David Munro took up the position of Police and Crime Commissioner (PCC) in
May 2016. Following the start of his term a security assessment was carried out
at his home address - something that is recommended by the Police's Counter
Terrorism Unit for all Police and Crime Commissioners. The outcome of the
assessment was that Mr Munro, in his position as Police and Crime
Commissioner, should have a security alarm fitted at his property. It was
agreed by the Chief Executive & Monitoring Officer of the Office of the Police
and Crime Commissioner that this could be classed as an ‘exceptional’
expense claim. The reason behind this was that if Mr Munro wasn’t in the
position of Police and Crime Commissioner it wouldn’t be a change that he
would have made to his property. This payment will of course cease when Mr
Munro's position as Police and Crime Commissioner comes to an end.

Despite numerous requests we have yet to receive any information on the average speed cameras that were
installed in Charlton Village post a road fatality 3 years ago.
2021/13

Can I please have the follow information

Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police

Month on month data as to the amount of speeding tickets raised since installation
Dates when these cameras have been out of service
I would be grateful if you could provide the following data under the Freedom of Information Act 2000:
-Whether there is a scrutiny panel in existence in your area, and whether this is active
2021/14

And if there is an active scrutiny panel in your area:

Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police

-Who attends the panel on a regular basis
-What the outcomes of the panel are, and how they are shared with the police and public.
How many people have been warned or prosecuted in the County because they have broken the COVID-19
lockdown laws?
2021/15

Not staying 2 meters away from people.

Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police

Using cars unnecessary.

2021/16

The PCC engages with the community in a number of ways. For instance, the
PCC holds numerous public engagement events in every district and borough
across the county annually, as well as consulting on matters such as the
council tax precept, both via online surveys and at numerous stakeholder
meetings (such as parish council meetings). The Commissioner also receives a
large amount of correspondence - over a thousand emails, letters and calls this
Please could I request under the Freedom of Information Act a summary of the qualitative and quantitative
year alone - all of which helps shape the direction of the Force. Additionally,
research you have undertaken (surveys, focus groups, depth interviews) that have focused on public or victim
last year ESDAS (East Surrey Domestic Abuse Services) put out a call vial
perceptions of policing generally or your force specifically, covering 2019 and 2020 calendar years. Ideally, I would social media for those affected by domestic abuse to share their experiences
like to see the outputs of the research, but if that is not possible then a simple summary of what research has been and thoughts on services generally, including policing. However, on reflection I
undertaken would suffice.
think that Surrey Police would be able to provide you with a more detailed
answer. For instance, it carries out victim satisfaction surveys and also specific
domestic abuse surveys.
I'm sorry that I haven't been able to give you a more detailed response, I'd be
very happy to discuss your question/my response in more detail, or help you
contact Surrey Police.

2021/17

2021/18

2021/19

2021/20

2021/21

Could I have the following information:
The number of people who have been reported missing to this force during the calendar year of 2017–2018, 20182019 and 2019-2020?
The number of people who were reported missing who were then found during the calendar year of
2017–2018, 2018-2019 and 2019-2020?
Can this be broken down by Gender?
Can this be broken down by Ethnicity?
Can this be broken down by each age range 0-10, 10-20 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50-60, 60-70 and 70 plus?
Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police
The number of people who have been reported missing to this force during the lockdown period from 23 March
2020 – 4 July 2020?
The number of people who were reported missing who were then found during the lockdown period from 23 March
2020 – 4 July 2020?
Can this be broken down by Gender?
Can this be broken down by Ethnicity?
Can this be broken down by each age range 0-10, 10-20 20-30, 30-40, 40-50, 50-60, 60-70 and 70 plus?
Incorrectly recorded as an FOI
NA
How many times have Surrey Police attended any of the properties the York Road Project manages throughout
2020 to 1 June 2021?
A registered charity in England and Wales #1162835 located at
1 York Road, Woking GU22 7XH & 30 Goldsworth Road, Woking GU21 6JT (with temporary accommodation
provided at sundry other properties)
Incorrectly recorded as an FOI
Please can I have copies of any emails that include both of the words shown below within the double quotation
marks, anywhere in the email body or email subject title, within the specified date range? Do not include in your
response emails that only have one of the words listed below.
Please also notify me how many records this search criteria returns.
Date range: 19th Dec 2018 to 11th Jan 2019
Scope: All of Office of the Surrey Police & Crime Commissioner Search words: "Gatwick" AND "drone"

Information not held by OPCC. Forwarded to IAT

NA

Search of systems carried out and no information found that relate to request.

In answer to your specific questions:
1)A 1% increase in employers national insurance would add approximately
£1.6m to annual costs assuming that the NI bands remained the same;
2)On the assumption that the Government does not provide additional
funding to cover this then the cost would need to be met through further
efficiencies and savings. This would be in addition to the savings the Force
already anticipates it will have to make due to rising costs and restricted
funding.

2021/22

2021/23

1. What would be the cost of to the Surrey Police of 1% point increase in Employers' National Insurance for a 12
month period as at current payroll cost levels? 2. How would the Surrey Police fund this not insignificant increase
in employment costs?

Can you let me know the number of people that have been prosecuted riding e scooters this year in Surrey.

If the 1% increase were to be placed on employees then this would not impact
the Police budget directly. However as you point out a 1% increase in NI
coupled with a 0% pay increase would actually mean a cash reduction in pay
for officers and staff on top of the real terms reduction they are already
suffering. This will surely only increase demands for a bigger pay rise next year
and hence increase pressure on Forces finances
That said when making the announcement of the 3% increase for the NHS the
Government said that the NHS had to “find” the money itself to pay for it rather
increasing national insurance as had been trailed before the announcement.
Whether national insurance is actually increased for NHS pay or social care we
will have to wait and see. I find it difficult to understand why an increase in
National Insurance is being considered anyway since it only falls on employees
and employers. If, for example, you earn your income through investments or
property you will pay no extra at all – but no doubt the Government has taken
account of that.
Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police

This is an information request relating to payments made to charities and third sector organisations.

2021/24

Please provide the following information for 2018-19, 2019-20 and 2020-21:
•The value of grants made to each of the organisations listed below. Please provide the information for each of the
three financial years separately, and list all grants separately.
•The value of loans made to each of the organisations listed below. Please provide the information for each of the
three financial years separately, and list all loans separately.
The payments made to charities and third sector organisations relate to the following only:
•Operation Black Vote
•U.K. Black Pride
•Mermaids
•Ozanne Foundation
•Gendered Intelligence
Response sent to confirm that the OPCC has paid no grants to the
•British Medical Association
organisations you have listed below in 2018-2019, 2019-2020 or 2020-2021.
•ActionAid UK
•Hope Not Hate
•Led by Donkeys
•Extinction Rebellion
•Migrants Organise
•CLASS
•Black Lives Matter
•Action on Smoking and Health
•Action on Smoking and Health Scotland
•Action on Smoking and Health Wales
•Breath 2025
•Association of Directors of Public Health
•Improving Performance in Practice (previously Public Management Associates)
PCC Lisa Townsend is quoted in the Mail on Sunday regarding her views on gender self-identification:
Lisa Townsend, the newly elected Conservative commissioner for Surrey, says she's been inundated with emails
and messages from women frightened that female-only spaces, including women's refuges and toilets, are being
opened up to people who 'identify' as women even if they have male genitalia.
The single biggest issue that filled-up my inbox when I first announced I was standing as police and crime
commissioner were concerns about gender self-identification,' she said.
Unfortunately, this information is not held by this Office. Ms Townsend’s
comments related to before she came in to Office. Consequently, this Office
1) How many emails did the PCC receive regarding gender self-identification when she announced she was
does not have access to them. I can inform you that the Office has received
standing for the Police and Crime Commissioner?
over 300 emails since the article was released, the majority of which have been
2) Over what date period were these received?
supportive of her stance, but unfortunately I do not have access to the
3) How many of these emails were written by people who identified themselves as Surrey residents (i.e. provided a correspondence she had before she took Office.
Surrey postal address within the email)?
4) How many other emails (i.e. not regarding gender self-identification) did the Surrey PCC receive during the
same time period?
5) How many emails has the PCC received regarding gender self-identification from the date of her election up
until the 21st August 2021?
6) How many of these emails were written by people who identified themselves as Surrey residents (i.e. provided a
Surrey postal address within the email)?
7) How many other emails (i.e. not regarding gender self-identification) did the Surrey PCC receive during the
same time period?
As an FOI request, please provide me with the me following information:

2021/25

I would like to make a freedom of information request.
I am doing a research project investigating call-off contracts in the public sector. I have identified some potential
call-off contracts awarded by Police & Crime Commissioner for Surrey but I can't find details of the framework
agreement they were awarded from.

2021/26

I have attached an Excel file that contains the information I am looking at. The last two columns ("Title of
Framework used" and "TED or CF url") is where I am missing information - please could you fill these in with the
title of the famework agreement award notice and a TED or Contracts Finder url where I may find this. If the call off
is through a framework with multiple versions (e.g. G Cloud, Digital Outcomes and Specialists), please specify
Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police
which iteration of the framework was used.
I have provided the title, description, award date, supplier(s) awarded, details of the email contact from the notice,
the value of the contract and procedure type used to award each potential call-off as well as a url link to the call-off
in question and unique reference ID for each potential call-off.
Please let me know if there is anything else you need to complete the request.

2021/27
2021/28

2021/29

If you do not feel like this request could be completed in good time, please could you work down the list and do as
much of a subset as you can?
Incorrectly recorded as an FOI
Incorrectly recorded as an FOI
Under the terms of the Freedom of Information Act 2000, please provide me with full details of staffing changes
within the OPCC since the election in May.
Please include:
1. Number of staff hired, including job titles and salaries
2. Number of staff made redundant or who have resigned or retired, including severance payments

NA
NA

1. Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner on a salary of £53,550.
2. None

1. Is Lisa Townsend being paid to speak at the LGB Alliance Conference? If so, how much? Is this being paid
directly to Lisa as a personal fee or to the Surrey OPCC?
2. Was the decision for Lisa to speak at the conference subject to an Equality Impact Assessment or any form of
Impact Assessment? If so, please could you send me a copy of any Assessments. If it was not subject to an Impact
Assessment, why was it not? Your website states "Like all public sector bodies, the Office of the Police and Crime
Commissioner for Surrey is obliged to make sure our decisions and activities do not disproportionately
disadvantage anyone. We must also identify where we might better promote equality of opportunity. We will make
impact assessments of key decisions to ensure that they do not adversely impact the community and publish them
here".
3. How many Transgender people has Lisa spoken to, met with or engaged with since being appointed?
4. The LGB Alliance quote Lisa as saying public consent in policing "is being undermined by the promotion of
extreme LGBT positions". Please could you explain what Lisa means or how she defines "extreme LGBT
positions"? Please clarify whether this could be seen as being harmful and hurtful to LGB and LGBT+ people?
2021/30
5. In the tweet announcing Lisa's speaking role, the LGB Alliance asked in their tweet -"should the police spend
more time solving crime instead of rainbow virtue-signalling"? What is Lisa's view on this and in particular does
Lisa consider "rainbow virtue-signalling" an appropriate term or would she accept that this is seen as offensive to
LGB and LGBT people? A LGB Conference for example could fit under the banner of "rainbow virtue signalling".
6. The LGB Alliance recently had a tweet removed from Twitter for hateful conduct for stating that "adding the + to
LGB gives the green light to paraphilias like bestiality - & more - to all be part of one big happy 'rainbow family'".
Does Lisa agree with this statement? Does she think it is appropriate to support an organisation that makes such
assertions?
7. Has Lisa undertaken any forms of diversity training in her role as PCC or in her prior career within the last 5
years.
8. What services in Surrey would Lisa recommend a trans woman who has been a victim of domestic violence
use? What services in Surrey would Lisa recommend a trans man who has been a victim of domestic violence
use?
Can I ask for the last two years (2019 and 2020) how many reported rapes there have been? How many of those
reported led to a conviction?
2021/31

Can I ask for the total time which police interviewed the victims/alleged victims of the these crimes during this
period and the total time which police interviewed suspects/perpetrators?
If the total time of interviews is not possible to obtain, can I ask for the length of ten police interviews of alleged
rape victims' interviews? Can I ask then for the length of ten police interviews of rape suspects?

Thank you for contacting the Police and Crime Commissioner for Surrey with
your Freedom of Information request. It has been received and recorded by this
Office reference 2021-31. I have spoken to the Commissioner regarding your
questions, although I should make you aware that elected representatives are
not public authorities, and as such are not required to respond to requests
made under FOIA. However, the Commissioner was happy to provide you with
a response, which I hope you will find informative.
The Commissioner is not being paid for her contribution at the LGB Alliance
Conference and this Office has not been involved in the Commissioner’s
decision to accept its invitation. When attending an event, whether from a
charity, such as the LGB Alliance, or any other group, she is not required to
carry out an Equality Impact Assessment. When at an event, the
Commissioner’s focus will be on whether she can learn something of relevance
to her constituents and / or offer a perspective from her constituents, which she
believes is the case here. Although the Commissioner is not a member of or
affiliated to the LGB Alliance, she is broadly supportive of their aims to give a
voice to members of LGB community, and their right to meet and discuss these
difficult issues. It is the Commissioner’s belief that progress can only be made
by asking challenging questions and having difficult conversations. For
instance, she has also met in person with Surrey Pride, and engaged with
several members of the trans community on-line, and will continue to meet with
as many groups as possible to discuss and debate their views.
With regard to your question about trans people and refuges, the
Commissioner feels that where we can and where the demand is there, we
should be working to provide specialist services. However, she would refer to
specialists such as Women's Aid, Your Sanctuary and ESDAS who are in a
position to advise.

Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police

Having consulted with our Office Manager the information you have requested
for Q1 and Q2 is readily available on the Surrey County Council website as it is
information that is presented to the Police and Crime Panel on an annual basis.
For ease I have attached the relevant links for you as below:

2021/32

• The total cost of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s office in
2016-17 Surrey County Council - Agenda item - FINANCE UPDATE
(surreycc.gov.uk)
2017-18 – Item 9/18 Surrey County Council - Agenda for Surrey Police and
Please provide the following information:
Crime Panel on Thursday, 28 June 2018, 10.30 am (surreycc.gov.uk)
• The total cost of the Police and Crime Commissioner’s office in 2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19, 2019-20, and 20202018-19 Item 39/19 Surrey County Council - Agenda for Surrey Police and
21
Crime Panel on Thursday, 27 June 2019, 10.30 am (surreycc.gov.uk)
• The total remuneration bill in 2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19, 2019-20, and 2020-21. Remuneration should be taken
2019-20 Item 26/20 Surrey County Council - Agenda for Surrey Police and
to mean pay, pension contributions, bonuses and any other benefits in kind. Please itemize all of these separately.
Crime Panel on Tuesday, 30 June 2020, 10.30 am (surreycc.gov.uk)
• The total remuneration paid to the Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner in 2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19, 20192020-21 – Item 47/21 Surrey County Council - Agenda for Surrey Police and
20, and 2020-21
Crime Panel on Wednesday, 30 June 2021, 10.30 am (surreycc.gov.uk)
• The total remuneration bill in 2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19, 2019-20, and 202021. Remuneration should be taken to mean pay, pension contributions,
bonuses and any other benefits in kind. Please itemize all of these separately
Information can be found in the above links.
•The total remuneration paid to the Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner in
2016-17, 2017-18, 2018-19, 2019-20, and 2020-21
Surrey didn’t have a Deputy Police and Crime Commissioner during these
dates.

2021/33

2021/34

I would like to make an FOI request. Please could you send me any written or email correspondence and meeting
notes originating from Surrey OPCC since May 2021 that make reference to the following:
•Transgender people (incl. any reference to known associations/abbreviations etc. such as trans)
•Tranphobia/transphobic
•Pride In Surrey (the organisation)
I would like to make an FOI request. Please could you send me any written or email correspondence and meeting
notes originating from Surrey OPCC since May 2021 that make reference to the following:
•Stonewall
•LGB Alliance
•Mermaids (the charity)
Please could you confirm whether Lisa Townsend has had any meetings or phone calls with the LGB Alliance,
Stonewall or Mermaids to date or scheduled?

Refer to 2022/17

Refer to 2022/17

On the Graham Linehan YouTube channel last week Lisa confirmed that your office had undertaken an analysis of
correspondence received in relation to her Daily Mail interview which would be presented to the Surrey Police and
Crime Panel. Please could this product be shared with me?
We have recently witnessed some increased crime activity in Mytchett and residents have raised concerns around
lighting in streets.
2021/35

Information not held by OPCC. Forwarded to IAT
Is it possible if your office could let us have data showing what the crime rate was before and after changes made
to lighting in certain streets in Mytchett by SHBC. We want to see if lighting actually reduces crime rate.

2021/36

2021/37

2021/38

1.Is heritage crime an issue in your county?
2.Is heritage crime an important issue for your county?
3.What are the levels of recorded heritage crime in your county over the last 5 years?
4.What categories of heritage crime have been recorded in your county over the last 5 years?
5.Is heritage crime considered as a priority for the Police & Crime Commissioner e.g. is it included in your Police
and Crime Plan
6.Does your service partake in and/or encourage partnership working with outside bodies with regards to heritage
crime working, for example, Historic England?
7.Are situational crime prevention techniques used by the service you are responsible for preventing heritage
crimes?
•How much has the PCC office spent on the proposed move of Surrey Police to Leatherhead (not including the
price of the property). Please can this figure be broken down by cost for what service (i.e legal fees, consultant
fees)
•Please can we have a copy of the CIPFA report
•Please can we have a copy of any reports that were done to assess to suitability of the Leatherhead site prior to
purchase
1.Do you have information relating to the Community Trigger on your website?
2.Does this information include any statistics pertaining to the community trigger?
3.If yes to question 2, what statistics are detailed and is this for all the local authority areas you cover?
4.In making and revising the review procedures, the relevant bodies in a local government area must consult the
local policing body for the relevant police area. Please could you advise when these reviews last occurred in all of
your local authority areas?
5. Are you involved in the Community Trigger appeals process in any of your local authority areas? If so, can you
explain the extent of your involvement? and the grounds on which someone can make an appeal?

Thankfully heritage crime is rare in Surrey. Therefore it is not specifically drawn
out in the Police and Crime Plan. However, one of the priorities in the new
Police and Crime Plan is “Working with Surrey Communities so that they feel
safe”. Under this priority there are actions to deal with anti-social behaviour
and theft. Were there to be heritage crime committed in Surrey the PCC would
expect that Surrey Police works with the heritage owners and communities to
put in plans to address the issue.
If you would like to address your other questions to Surrey Police then you can
submit a request at the following link: Request information about the police |
Surrey Police

Surrey Police have received the same request and have responded on behalf
of both organisations

https://www.surrey-pcc.gov.uk/wpcontent/uploads/2022/06/2021_38_website.pdf

The figures for all completed reviews during the timescale requested are below:
I wish to make an FOI request for data on:
2021/39

2021/40

2021/41

Total number of Police complaint reviews by Office of Surrey PCC from 1/2/2020 to 19/11/2021
Total number of police complaints upheld by Office of Surrey PCC from 1/2/2020 to 19/11/2021

Total number of Police complaint reviews by Office of Surrey PCC from
1/2/2020 to 19/11/2021
171
Total number of police complaints upheld by Office of Surrey PCC from
1/2/2020 to 19/11/2021
13

Not sure if you are the right person to make this request, but could tell me how many cyclist have been prosecuted
for highway offences in Surrey in the last twelve months.
My reason for this question is that I observed in the last two weeks the fact that a number of cyclist seem complete
Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police
to ignore traffic lights and no right turns. On at least one occasion in view of a police vehicle.
I would add to that quite a lot of cyclist do not have lights or that they have such bright lights that in certain
conditions have completely blinded me for a few seconds of the road ahead.
Freedom of Information Request to Surrey Police Force In the light of two serious collisions between cyclist and
pedestrian in Norbury Park earlier this year (that of February 27th resulting in the death of the walker) please could
you supply the following information:
1. How many off-road (ie on a footpath, bridlepath or byway) incidents/ accidents in Surrey for the period 1st
January 2019 to 30 October 2021 have been reported to Surrey police in which a cyclist has been in collision or in
Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police
conflict with a walker in which a cyclist has been in collision with another cyclist in which injury has been caused to
another person or a domestic animal by a cyclist 2. Whether, in light of the dramatic increase in off-road leisure
and sports cycling in the Surrey Hills, Surrey Police are monitoring or keeping statistics for off-road traffic accidents
involving bikes and other vehicles with a view to enhancing safety, and if so whether any trends have been
identified.

Police and Crime Commissioners are elected officials and therefore aren’t
subject to contracts of employment. This is the same for all elected officials
such as Members of Parliament.
2021/42

Can you provide a copy of the contract of employment for the current PCC.

I have attached a link to the PCC’s website which will provide information about
the role of the PCC and other information which may be of interest.
About Lisa – Office of the Police and Crime Commissioner for Surrey (surreypcc.gov.uk)

I’m writing to you to make a request under the freedom of information act relating to incidents reported in your
region where cyclists have been close passed by a motor vehicle such as those made as part of Operation Snap or
similar.
Please could I receive the information broken down by calendar year from 2016 onwards in order to establish
trends?
I’d like to know how many close passes involving cyclists have been reported and how many of them were
accompanied by supporting video evidence.
I’m also interested in the outcomes of the reports. What are the outcomes and what is their split amongst the
reports? E.g., how many reports result in no further action being taken, how many resulted in the driver being
written to, how many resulted in the drivers being asked to attend an awareness course, and in how many
instances were drivers prosecuted etc.?
Also, in how many of the reports did the cyclist receive a warning or prosecution relating to their part in the
incident?

2021/43

Having submitted many videos to different regions, highlighting what I believed to be obviously dangerous close
passes that have resulted in different outcomes, I’d also like to understand how the level of outcome is arrived at
and how the consistency of the evidence review is ensured? For example:
•Is there a minimum level of training required for each person reviewing evidence?
•Is it ever acceptable for a vehicle to pass close within 1.5m of a cyclist? If not, how is the proximity assessed from
video evidence? If so, how is the speed of pass or risk presented assessed from video evidence?
•What are the documented guidelines/standards that those reviewing the video evidence follow?
Finally, with respect to the changes in the Highway Code concerning a hierarchy of vulnerable road users, will this
be acknowledged in your regions budget spend and what will I notice as a cyclist?

Information not held by OPCC. Advised to contact Surrey Police

